Process: The block consists of several laser cut brass plates. The brass is polished and then nickel plated. In case of the polished brass finish the plates are lacquered with a transparent lacquer in order to maintain its natural colour. The luminaire is assembled and wired.

**M E L**

‘A solid block’

A clean mirror-finish metal square arrayed with three or four vertical tubes of light, M E L works equally well as a suspension or wall light.

---

**Type**

Wall light

**Material**

Brass

**Environment**

Indoors

**Dimensions**

500/300 mm, 150 x 150 mm

**Weight**

1.4 kg

**Certification**

IP20 CE

**EU/UK**

230 V

**Lamps**

3 x linear opal LED S14d*, 3 x 9/6 W, 2700K, dimmable, 3 x opal 450/250 lm, energy class A

**Wall**

- 110 02 101
- 110 02 202

**Materials**

- Polished nickel
- Brushed brass

---

KAIA LIGHTING

London & Vienna
* Under unfavorable conditions these lamps can lead to acoustic noise. In case of resonance even low noise can cause audible effect. The installation as well as the dimmer or the transformer (harmonics or electronic resonance) are possible influencing factors.

** Please contact sales@kaia.at for further information on dimmers etc. Please note KAIA Ltd cannot take any responsibility for the connection with your dimming or central control system. It is the customer’s responsibility to ensure the compatibility with their systems.
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